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Abstract— Mandatory restrictions for a current source inverter’s
(CSI’s) proper operation, like continuity of the DC link current,
complicate the corresponding PWM generation especially in the
case of single phase systems. Classical modulation techniques for
single phase CSIs suffer from either complexity or unsymmetrical
gate signals distribution for the inverter switches. In this paper, a
PWM generation technique suitable for single phase CSI’s is
presented. The proposed technique ensures CSI’s adequate
operation with the advantages of: (i) Simple generic on-line
implementation, (ii) Better utilization of the carrier frequency
and (iii) Symmetrical distribution of the inverter’s gate signals
that ensures equal loss sharing, conduction and switching, among
the inverter power semiconductors. System results, using
simulations in addition to experimental setup, are utilized to
validate the effectiveness of the proposed technique.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Current source inverters (CSI’s) are highly competitive to
voltage source inverters. The ability of near sinusoidal voltage
generation, inherent short-circuit proof and regeneration
capabilities of the CSI’s create their promising penetration in
the converters’ market [1].
The development in CSI’s topologies witnessed less
attention than their modulation techniques. Early stages of
CSI’s utilization depend on the famous simply implemented
quasi-square wave modulation with the penalty of highly
distorted waveforms [2-5]. Traditional implementation in
medium voltage drives limits the carrier frequency in CSI’s
modulation, hence selective harmonics elimination (SHE)
PWM technique is widely used in these applications with the
drawback of generally being offline [6-11] even with hybrid
SHE- trapezoidal modulation [12-13]. Dynamic bilogic to
trilogic translation enhances linear current feedback control
algorithms but with complex computational load due to the
need of decoupler processing stage and programmable array
logic (PAL) translator [14-15]. As CSI’s modulation is tied up
with mandatory restriction, the DC link path must not be
interrupted, efficient sophisticated carrier-based PWM
techniques suitable for VSI’s are difficult to implement.
Therefore, the addition of extra power semiconductors to the
conventional CSI topology, to ensure the continuity of the DC
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link current, was the primary solution [16-18] creating cost and
hardware complexity drawbacks.
The innovative duality theory between VSIs and CSIs
enables state mapping, thus conventional PWM techniques for
VSIs can be mapped to suit conventional CSI’s topologies
without neither being offline nor the need to add extra
semiconductors [19-21]. The state mapping enhance the control
capabilities of CSI’s to reach higher and faster performance like
bang-bang based voltage control strategies [22-23]. As an
important extent and achievement for the duality theory, the online generation of CSI PWM pulses from those of conventional
VSI was remarked as the clue for generating on-line continuous
variable-modulation-index PWM techniques for conventional
topology CSI’s using traditional VSI’s PWM generators [2428].
Despite of the intensive research related to CSI’s PWM
techniques presented in literature [2-28], the majority of such
techniques were dedicated to three-phase CSI’s. Limited
attention was given to single phase CSI’s although they are
promising power conversion systems for modern distributed
generation. Noticeable attempt to overcome the restriction of
the DC link current continuity in single phase CSI’s by
operating as a soft-switching converter with additional
semiconductors to secure the DC current path [29] again with
the same drawback of extra hardware similar to the three-phase
CSI [14-16].
The most common technique for single phase CSI’s
originally represented in late 90’s [30] and recently enhanced
[31-34] relies on sinusoidal pulse width modulation (SPWM)
base. The DC link current restriction is solved by maintaining
the upper switches ON for half the fundamental cycle and the
lower switches are sinusoidally modulated. Although simple
and efficient, this technique suffers from several drawbacks
mainly the unsymmetrical utilization of the upper and lower
semiconductors, unequal losses distribution and low carrier
frequency utilization.
In this paper, a simplified on-line PWM generation
technique for single phase CSI’s is presented. The proposed
technique is a modified version of the three-phase on-line
generation technique based on the duality theory [24-28]. In
addition to fulfill CSI’s general gating condition restrictions,
several advantages are gained.
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Fig. 2: Classical single phase CSI PWM generation
Fig. 1: Single phase grid connected CSI: (a) Topology, (b) Half-leg
configuration

The presented technique achieves simple implementation,
generic on-line capability, equal distribution of the shootthrough pulses and uniform losses distribution among the
inverter’s semiconductor devices.
The presented paper is organized in six sections. Following
the introduction, the single phase CSI’s classical PWM
technique is illustrated in the second section. The proposed online PWM generation technique is presented in the third
section. Simulations and experimental results are addressed and
discussed in sections four and five respectively. Finally, a
conclusion is given in the sixth section.
II.

SINGLE PHASE CSI’S CLASSICAL PWM MODULATION
TECHNIQUE

In this section, brief introduction and analysis of classical
PWM modulation suitable for single phase grid connected CSI
[30-34] is presented. Fig. 1 shows the conventional topology of
single phase CSI that includes DC choke, four semiconductor
switches, CL line filter, and grid connection. The main
principle of the classical PWM technique for single phase CSI
is sinusoidal based modulation where a sinusoidal reference,
with the fundamental frequency, is compared with a triangular
carrier. The main issue is how to create the shoot-through
pulses and distribute them. For simplicity, the two upper
semiconductor switches (S1 and S3) are conducting for half the
cycle while the two lower switches (S2 and S4) are modulated
simultaneously. By this way, the DC link current path’s
continuity is ensured for the whole cycle. The block diagram of
this technique is illustrated in Fig. 2 while Fig. 3 shows the
CSI’s pulse generation signals.
As shown in Fig. 2, the classical PWM generation circuit is
simple as it utilizes only four comparators, one summing point
and one multiplier. The circuit, although can be a mixed
analog/digital hardware realization, is much easier to be
software implemented. As shown in Fig. 3, the classical PWM
technique creates unequal pulses distribution for the CSI.

Therefore, upper semiconductor switches suffers from
higher conduction losses than the lower ones due to their longer
conduction period while the contrary occurs from the switching
losses point of view as only the lower semiconductors are being
modulated.
III.

PROPOSED SINGLE PHASE CSI’S PWM MODULATION
TECHNIQUE

The proposed on-line modulation technique for single phase
CSI’s is illustrated in this section. Fig. 4 shows the proposed
technique realization. As it can be noticed, the proposed PWM
generation technique consists mainly of four blocks:
A. Conventional SPWM VSI switching generator
This block utilizes the modulating and the carrier signals to
generate PWM pulses suitable for VSI (g1-g4). This block is a
classical PWM generator that can be easily built as hardware or
software implemented by any C-compiler available today in
most of the off-the-shelf market available micro-controllers.
These pulses (g1-g4) are not suitable yet to gate a CSI.
B. Complementary pulse generator
This stage creates a shoot-through signal (SHT) that is
active when an open circuit occurs due to an off-state either due
to the upper switches (g1, g3) or the lower switches (g2, g4)
from the VSI pulses (g1-g4).
Basically, this stage gives pulses that correspond to the
open circuit states in VSI PWM that needs to be mapped to
short circuit states in CSI gating. Therefore this stage’s name
comes from this point.
C. Complementary pulse distributer
The role of this stage is to distribute the short circuit states
(shoot-through pulses, SHT) between the CSI’s legs to create
equal stress distribution on the inverter power semiconductors.
Two signals output from this stage (x1, x2). The first signal
(x1) is a square wave for the positive half cycle of the
modulating signal while in the negative period it is zero. The
second signal (x2) is the complement of the first one (x1).
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D. Pulse combinator

Modulating and carrier signals

In this stage, two signals (d1, d2) are generated from the
complementary pulse signal (SHT) and the complementary
pulse distributer output signals (x1, x2). The signals (d1, d2) are
the equally distributed shoot-through pulses for the positive and
negative half cycles. The VSI gate signals (g1-g4) are updated
by (d1, d2) to generate PWM signals suitable for CSI with
uniform equally distributed short circuit states (S1-S4).
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Fig. 4: Proposed single phase CSI PWM generation technique
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Fig. 3: Single phase CSI’s classical PWM technique for one cycle simulation,
unity modulation, 1 kHz switching
(a) Modulating and carrier signals, (b-e) S1-S4 gating signals in p.u
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(d)
Fig. 5: Single phase CSI’s proposed PWM technique for one cycle
simulation, unity modulation, 1 kHz switching
(a-d) S1-S4 gating signals in p.u

SIMULATION RESULTS

For proper illustration of the proposed modulation
technique advantages, a comparison between the classical and
the proposed techniques is held using simulation results. The
system under simulation is a single phase grid connected CSI.
The grid voltage is assumed to be ripple-free and of peak
voltage 311V at 50Hz. The DC link current is simulated to be
ripple-free in order to focus on the effect of the modulation
implementation solely on the grid current distortion.
As a single phase system, conventional Proportional
Integral (PI) controllers are not suitable hence Proportional
Resonant (PR) controller is utilized instead as a grid current
controller. The comparison is held from three points of view:
grid current, inverter current, and capacitor voltage. For fare
comparison, both systems are compared with the same
switching frequency (1 KHz) and same AC line filter
components (filter capacitance is 25µF and filter inductance
is 10mH).
A. Grid current
The grid current for both the classical and the proposed
modulation technique are illustrated in Fig. 6. As shown in
Fig. 6, the grid current in the case of the proposed modulation
technique is better, from harmonics point of view, than that
generated using the classical modulation technique when
using the same carrier frequency and line filters.

higher number of pulses for the same carrier frequency is
achieved.
C. Inverter voltage
This subsection is mainly concerned with the capacitor
voltage quality. Although, the capacitor voltage quality is of
less importance than the grid current for grid connected
applications, it is vital for off-grid/stand-alone applications
like uninterruptable power supplies, distributed generation
power converters, and voltage sag correctors. The capacitor
voltage with the grid voltage is illustrated in Fig. 8 for the
classical and the proposed modulation techniques. As can be
interpreted from the previous subsections, the quality of the
inverter is enhanced due to the proposed modulation
technique.
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Fig. 7: Inverter current, one cycle simulation
(a) Classical, (b) Proposed
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Fig. 6: Grid current, one cycle simulation
(a) Classical, (b) Proposed
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Grid and capacitor voltages, V

B. Inverter current
In this section, the inverter current is illustrated and
compared between the proposed and classical technique as
shown in Fig. 7.
Fig. 7 shows that with the proposed technique, the
inverter current is constructed from higher number of pulses
than when using the classical technique with the same carrier
frequency. This is mainly due the drawback of the classical
technique in asymmetrically modulating the inverter
switches. On the contrary, the proposed technique offers
equal symmetrical gating for the inverter switches, hence
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Fig. 8: Capacitor and grid voltages, one cycle simulation
(a) Classical, (b) Proposed
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V.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

For more illustration of the proposed technique and
emphasis on its validity, an experimental rig is prepared. The
prepared experimental setup is a single phase grid connected
system with grid current control using PR controllers and 3
kHz switching frequency. Table. I lists the experimental setup
elements.
Table. I
Experimental setup elements’ list

Element
Value/Manufacturer
Target board DSP
TI TMS320F28335
Inverter IGBT (4)
FGL60N100BNTD
Inverter series fast diode (4)
IXYS DSEI60-10A
Voltage transducer
LEM LV20-P
Current transducer
LEM HAS50-S
Gate drivers
Semikron SKHI22AH4R
DC link inductor
50 mH
Filtering capacitor
25 µF
Filtering inductor
10 mH
The experimental results are shown in Figs. 9 - 11. As
shown in Fig. 9, the proposed technique offers uniform
symmetrical distribution of the inverter gating signals, thus
providing equal losses distribution of the utilized
semiconductors.
Another advantage of the proposed technique is the better
utilization of the carrier frequency. As shown in Fig. 10, the
inverter current in the proposed technique case offer higher
number of pulses than the classical technique for the same
carrier frequency. Consequently, this is reflected on the grid
current and capacitor voltage quality as shown in Fig. 11.

(a)

(b)
Fig. 10: Inverter and DC link currents experimental results
(a) Classical, (b) Proposed

(a)

(a)

(b)
Fig. 11: Grid current experimental results
(a) Classical, (b) Proposed

VI. CONCLUSION

(b)
Fig. 9: Gating signals experimental results
(a) Classical, (b) Proposed

In this paper, a single phase CSI’s PWM modulation
technique has been presented. Classical modulation technique
has been illustrated with emphasis on its major drawbacks
like unsymmetrical distribution of the inverter gating signals.
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Advantages of the proposed technique have been illustrated.
Among them, equal gating signals distribution, better
utilization of the carrier frequency and simple on-line
implementation. In addition to simulations, an experimental
setup is carried out that shows the proposed technique
effectiveness.
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